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Abstract 

Volvo Trucks’ plant in Umeå produces the truck’s cab frame and the plant is divided into four 

production units, named ”driftsområden” (DO). Unlike the rest of the plant, who uses JIT 

manufacturing, DO2 uses traditional prediction based production. The management within 

Volvo Trucks suspects that the combination of prediction based production and JIT 

manufacturing entails unnecessary costs. At the same time they are uncertain if there is 

enough time for DO2 to produce the necessary components, in the given time frame, using 

JIT. It is important for Volvo Trucks to understand the consequences of making changes 

within DO2’s production parameters. This entails the need of a tool able to analyze how 

changes within DO2’s production will affect the total production of cabs. The problem is 

defined as: 

 

How can a macro simulation model be implemented and used in order to analyze how 

changes in production parameters for DO2 affect the total production for Volvo Trucks’ plant 

in Umeå? 

 

The result is an implemented simulation model in Plant Simulation. The result highlights 

some components that are crucial when modelling the DO2 production unit: 

 

 The excel files, named “kapabilitetsfiler”, used to supervise and ensure that DO2 

produces according to the production planning, contain lots of data which would be 

overwhelming retrieving elsewhere.  

 The sales predictions, together with the dependency between the cab articles, are 

necessary. Without these components it is impossible to conduct a prediction based 

production planning, which fuels the production in DO2. 

 The usage of a “black-box” to represent the production units proceeding DO2 is 

desirable, since it illustrates how the total production is affected due to changes in 

DO2.  

 A simulation model that has an appropriate level of detail is a must. If the level of detail 

is too high the simulation model will run slowly and use to much computational 

power.   
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Sammanfattning 

Volvo Lastvagnars fabrik i Umeå tillverkar lastbilshytter och anläggningen är indelad i fyra 

produktionsenheter, kallade ”driftsområden” (DO). Till skillnad från resten av anläggningen, 

som använder JIT-tillverkning, använder DO2 traditionell prognosbaserad produktion. 

Ledningen inom Volvo Lastvagnar misstänker att kombinationen av prognosbaserad 

produktion och JIT-tillverkning medför onödiga kostnader. Samtidigt är ledningen osäker på 

om det finns tillräckligt med tid för DO2 att producera de nödvändiga komponenterna inom 

den givna tidsramen med hjälp av JIT. Det är nödvändigt för Volvo Lastvagnar att förstå 

konsekvenserna av att genomföra förändringar inom DO2s produktion. Detta innebär att det 

existerar ett behov av ett verktyg som analyserar hur förändringar inom DO2s produktion 

kommer att påverka den totala produktionen av hytter. Problemet är definierat som: 

 

Hur kan en simuleringsmodell, på makronivå, genomföras och användas för att analysera hur 

förändringar i produktionsparametrar för DO2 påverkar den totala produktionen för Volvo 

Lastvagnars fabrik i Umeå? 

 

Resultatet är en implementerad simuleringsmodell i Plant Simulation. Vidare belyser 

resultatet några komponenter som är avgörande vid modellering av DO2s produktionsenhet: 

 

 Excelfiler, kallade "kapabilitetsfiler", används för att övervaka DO2 och ser till att 

enheten producerar enligt produktionsplaneringen. Filerna innehåller en stor 

mängd data som skulle vara överväldigande kontrollera utan en modellering. 

 Försäljningsprognoserna och beroendet mellan hyttartiklarna är nödvändiga och 

utan dessa komponenter är det omöjligt att genomföra en prognosbaserad 

produktionsplanering, vilken fungerar som bränsle åt DO2s. 

 Användningen av en ”svart låda” för att representera produktionsenheterna som 

följer efter DO2 är önskvärt. Detta då den illustrerar hur den totala produktionen 

påverkas av förändringar i DO2. 

 En simuleringsmodell med lämplig detaljrikedom är ett måste. Om detaljnivån är 

för hög kommer modellen simulera långsamt och kräva för mycket datorkraft. 
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Definititions 

 

BIW    Body in White, the main production line where the assembly of the cabs occurs. 

 

BOM  Bill of Materials, list of raw materials needed to manufacture the end product. 

  

BU1  Buffer 1, the conveyor belt between body in white and the paint shop.  

 

BU3   Buffer 3, the last buffer before the interior assembly unit.  

 

CA   Customer Adaptation. 

 

CBU    Completely Built Up, cabs which are assembled with its interior. 

 

CKD   Completely Knock Down, dismantled cab parts. 

 

DES    Discrete Event Simulation. 

 

ERP   Enterprise Resource Planning.  

 

JIT  Just In Time, production method which heritages from Lean Manufacturing

  

PKD    Partially Knock Down, cabs which are assembled without its interior. 

 

UB  Storage Unit for DO2 and DO3. 

 

VPS  Volvo Production System, company philosophy according to Lean. 
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1. Introduction 

1.0 Volvo’s Background 
Volvo was founded in 1927 and one year later their first truck was driving on the roads of 

Sweden. Today Volvo Group is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of trucks, buses, 

construction equipment and industrial engines. Volvo Group’s vision is: Become the world 

leader in sustainable transport solutions. 

 

The Volvo Group’s business areas are organized in the following way: 

 Volvo Trucks – Manufacturer of e.g. Volvo, Renault, Mack and UD trucks 

 Volvo Buses - Manufacturer of heavy buses 

 Volvo Penta - Manufacturer of marine and industrial engines 

 Volvo Construction Equipment - Manufacturer of articulated haulers & wheel loaders 

 Volvo Financial Services - Financial solutions for Volvo Group’s customers 

 

Volvo Trucks is accountable for approximately two thirds of the Volvo Group’s turnover and 

is organized into three branches: Group Trucks Sales (GTS), Group Trucks Operations (GTO) 

and Group Trucks Technology (GTT). Volvo GTO is the truck industrial entity and is 

responsible for truck manufacturing, cab and vehicle assembly, powertrain production, 

logistic services, parts distribution and remanufacturing. GTO has 9 assembly plants around 

the world, one of which is located in Umeå.  

 

1.1 Problem Background 

1.1.1 Production of Cabs 

The cab production in Umeå is part of several other parallel and successive production 

processes, at different locations, which finally make up the truck; i.e. production of engine, 

transmission, front & rear axis and base module. Since Volvo’s production starts when an 

actual costumer order is placed, all of the different operations are on a short time schedule to 

produce and deliver on time. This is referred to as producing Just In Time (JIT), and is further 

explained in chapter 1.1.2.  The production processes that make up the truck are illustrated in 

Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure. 1. Illustration of the production processes that make the truck. 
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The production of the cab module, within the Umeå plant, consists of several big processing 

units, named “driftområden” (DO), illustrated in Figure 2. Within these units there exist three 

general types of material flows for the cabs, i.e. Completely Built Up (CBU), Partially 

Knocked Down (PKD), and Completely Knocked Down (CKD).  In DO2 steel plates are slit, 

cut, stamped, pressed and assembled into components for the cab. In DO3 the chassis for the 

cab is welded and assembled. In DO4 the cab is given protection against oxidation and its 

color and varnish. The last part of the plant is the trim shop where the interior is installed 

before the cab is finished. After the summer of 2015, DO5 will be moved to Volvo Truck’s 

plant in Gothenburg, hence the cab material flow CBU will no longer exist at the Umeå plant.  

 

 
Figure. 2. Illustration of the big production processes within the plant in Umeå. 

Volvo Trucks plant in Umeå is a complex manufacturing unit with approximately 1500 

employees, 300 automated robots, numerous workstations and a complex flow of raw 

material, parts and cabs. Due to its complex nature various IT systems are used to monitor the 

flows within the plant. Since the cab is a component among others who make up the whole 

truck, it is important that the plant in Umeå is able to deliver the cab on time to not affect 

other following operations that completes the truck.  

1.1.2 Volvo Production System & Just-In-Time 

Volvo Trucks applies Lean strategy throughout their organization and has their own 

production system, Volvo Production System (VPS), which is based on Lean manufacturing. 

According to Lean manufacturing one should only produce the exact amount demanded and 

at the exact time it is demanded. This approach is referred to as Just-In-Time (JIT) and in 

order to be successful, using JIT, the operations need to be based on a system which is 

focusing on actual customer need. In such a system the customer demand initiates a 

backwards ordering where the consumption in a process step determines the production in the 

previous. One says that the products are “pulled” through the system. This is illustrated in 

Figure 3. The conditions for a pulling system to be successful are distinctive flow orientation, 

short setup times and small batch sizes. One way to manage a pulling system is through the 

use of Kanban. Kanban is the “information carrier”, containing the production order, which is 

sent back to the previous process step when a demand occurs.1  

                  
Figure. 3. Illustration of pushing and pulling production systems. Source: Sörqvist, 2013, p168. 

                                                 
1 Sörqvist, 2013, p.167-169. 
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According to Sörqvist a traditional pushing production system is based on sales predictions, 

which often have been designed centrally in the organization. These predictions entail a 

certain degree of errors and make the system sensitive to disruptions. Furthermore Sörqvist 

means that when using prediction based production the products are “pushed” through the 

system based on the current prediction. The conditions for a successful prediction based 

production system are buffers throughout the production system and stocks with both 

commodities and finished products.2  

1.1.3 Production in DO2  

Unlike the rest of the plant in Umeå, the DO2 production unit is using prediction based 

production. The reasons why are partly out of tradition, as it is the oldest part of the plant, but 

also because this part of the plant has been designed for batch manufacturing. When 

producing in batches one tries to maximize productivity by producing a lot of units, when 

tools and machines have been set up, in order to reduce production set up time. This is good 

for productivity, but not necessary effectivity as described in chapter 1.1.2.  

 

Management at Volvo Trucks suspects that combining a pushing and pulling production 

system for the plant in Umeå entails unnecessary costs. However there exists uncertainty if 

there is enough time to produce all the components needed from DO2 for the cab in the given 

time frame, using the current production parameters and JIT. The time frame from when a 

customer order is definitive, to when the plant in Umeå needs to deliver the cab is one week.  

 

It is important, however challenging, for Volvo Trucks to understand the consequence of 

changes within DO2’s production parameters. This is due to DO2’s complex nature, with a 

mix of human and machine labor, production planning based on sales predictions and several 

IT-systems to monitor the flow of material. DO2’s production is crucial for the rest of the 

plant’s production, hence disturbances from this unit will affect the total production of cabs. 

With this in mind Volvo Trucks need a tool to analyze how a change in production parameters 

within DO2 will affect the total production of cabs. 

1.2 Problem Definition 
How can a macro simulation model be implemented and used in order to analyze how 

changes in production parameters for DO2 affect the total production for Volvo Trucks’ plant 

in Umeå?  

1.3 Purpose 
Today Volvo Trucks have simulation models for the chassis assembly and the paint shop, but 

lack models over the predecessor DO2. This prevents Volvo Trucks from making analysis of 

how changes in production parameters in DO2 will affect the total production. The purpose of 

this work is to provide Volvo Trucks with a simulation model for DO2. 

Since no model of DO2 exists today, the knowledge and lessons learned from creating the 

first model of the production unit, will help Volvo Trucks in future modelling. 

 

 

 

                                                 
2 Sörqvist, 2013, p.168. 
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1.4 Objective 
The objective of the thesis work relies on three pillars. The purpose of the first pillar is to 

investigate how a model for a macro perspective plant simulation should be implemented. The 

second pillar is to implement and build a model in Volvo Truck’s discrete events software: 

Siemens Plant Simulation, with respect to the investigation. The third pillar is improve, where 

the built model will be used in order to analyze how changes in production parameters affect 

the plant.  

 

The simulation model, and other findings from the work, can be used in further collaboration 

between Volvo and academic partners.  

1.5 Delimitations 
The thesis will cover the flow from the stamping of steel plates, to the cabs’ entrance of the 

finished goods buffer, namely “BU3”. Accordingly the process when the interior is assembled 

in DO5 will not be analysed, since this part of the plant is to be moved from the plant during 

2015. 

 

The two standard cab modules FH and FM come in many different shapes and sizes, however 

the simulation model is limited to seven unique cab models, namely FH24L2H1, FH24L2H2, 

FH24L2H3, FM24L2H1, FM24L2H2, FM24L2H3 and FML1E. This is due to limitation 

regarding the complexity of the model. 

 

In total, the detail manufacturing and steel plate handling, have 53 production units which all 

differ. However, in the simulation model they are all built in the same way. Every production 

unit contains approximately seven components and it would have been too time consuming 

building 53 production units, containing seven components, by hand.  

 

In reality some of the articles are processed many times over by different machines and within 

different production units without changing article number in between. In the simulation 

model this does not occur, instead the article can only be processed once and only by one 

unique machine. This is due to the difficulty to separate the articles with the same article 

number, but processed at different locations. 

 

Even though the plant is shut down during the summer, due to vacation, there exists a demand 

which has to be met. This entails that the production has to be balanced before the summer in 

order to increase the stock of finished products that can be distributed to the customers. This 

is an aspect which the simulation model neglects. 

 

The simulation model performs a complex production planning once every day in order to 

determine what to produce. Despite the models complex production planning, every aspect of 

the production planning from the reality, is considered. In addition to the production planning, 

done in reality, the production planners in DO2 perform subjective assessments, which are 

impossible to represent in a simulation model.    
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1.6 Workload 
The master thesis work has been conducted during the spring of 2015, where the authors have 

spent approximately 760 hours (19 weeks) each at Volvo Trucks, working towards the 

objectives. The workload, portioned for the different project phases, is illustrated in Figure 4. 

To the left is the planned workload before the work begun, and to the right is the result of the 

workload after the work was done.   

 

                       
Figure. 4. Illustration of the planned workload (left) compared to the actual workload (right), for 

the different phases of the project. 

 

1.7 Outline 
In order to gain knowledge, regarding the project report’s structure and content, and simplify 

further reading the authors suggest that the reader processes the following section. 

 

 

Introduction Gives a brief introduction to Volvo and Volvo Trucks in 

particular, after which the problem background and the associated 

problem definition are presented. The chapter concludes with the 

project’s objectives and delimitations. 

 

Method Initially the main methodology used is presented, i.e. dividing the 

method, along with the result and discussion, into the three parts 

Investigate, Implement and Improve. The subsequent subchapters 

then alternate between methods and theories used throughout the 

project.  

 

Result The result is presented through the three parts describe above, 

where Investigate represents Volvo’s reality, Implement represents 

the modelling of Volvo’s reality and Improve represents the 

modelling of an improved reality.    

 

Discussion During this chapter the findings from the result will be discussed 

and analyzed in order to draw conclusions based on the result. The 

discussion will be divided into the same parts as the method and 

result. 

 

Conclusion Gives a concise answer to the problem definition and ends with a 

subchapter regarding future studies. 

  

6

7

3
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Documentation
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2. Method 

The methodology used to solve the thesis work focuses on the three pillars of the objective: 

Investigate, Implement and Improve. The project will be performed using an agile, iterative 

project management framework. This means that several project iterations will be undertaken, 

and the result will be refined during the iterations.  

2.1 Investigate 
When modelling a system of processes, a crucial part of the model is the data used. It is the 

data that fuels the model, hence if the data does not represent the modelled system well, the 

worthiness of the model’s result is endangered. When modelling a manufacturing system, 

Bangsow suggests collection of the following data:3  

 

 Factory structural data (e.g. layout, means of productions, restrictions) 

 Manufacturing data (e.g. use time, performance data, capacity) 

 Material flow data (e.g. topology, conveyors, capacities) 

 Accident data (e.g. functional accidents, availability) 

 Organizational data (e.g. break scheme, shift scheme, strategy, restrictions)  

 System load data (e.g. production orders, BOMs, working plans, volumes, transport)  

2.1.1 Factory Structural Data 

One of the first steps in the project was to examine and understand the factory structure at 

Volvo. When one has the knowledge of the factory structure it becomes easier to understand 

the material flow within the factory. 

 

Initially maps were used in order to grasp the general picture of the factory. The maps 

provided, in an understandable way, the outline borders of the factory as well as the borders 

within the factory between each production unit. Despite that a general picture entails a good 

initial understanding of the factory, it is not detailed enough to generate knowledge of the 

production units. To gain this knowledge tours was conducted, both guided and non-guided. 

When walking within a production unit, one gains a much more detailed understanding of the 

unit compared to looking at the unit through a map. Especially the guided tours enhanced the 

knowledge further, since the guide could point out details that were hard to understand or hard 

to spot. 

 

In addition, to the tours and the usage of maps, interviews were performed. The respondents 

were a mixture of senior managers and personnel within each of the production units. Since 

the senior managers had a more general view of the factory most of these interviews were 

conducted early in the project when this view was desirable. Later into the project the 

interviews with the personnel took place and in most of the cases they were conducted during 

a guided tour within the production unit. 

2.1.2 Material Flow Data 

When the factory structure was clarified, the next step in the investigation process was to 

identify and understand the material flow within the factory. Most of the work was integrated 

with the process of identifying and understanding the factory structure and especially the 

detailed process of understanding each of the production units. During this process maps, 

representing the production units, were used to gain a basic understanding of the material 

                                                 
3 Bangsow, 2010, page 3. 
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flow within each of the production units. In order to obtain a deeper understanding of the 

material flow, both guided and non-guided tours was conducted. The guided tours were 

valuable, since they enabled walking amongst the machines, which meant walking the flow of 

the materials. 

 

Like the rest of the work with mapping the material flow, the interviews conducted during this 

process were integrated with the interviews conducted during the process of understanding the 

factory structure. The senior managers gave a general picture of the material flow within the 

factory, while the personnel gave a detailed description of the material flow within their 

production unit. 

2.1.3 Manufacturing Data 

The task of finding and using manufacturing data, accident data and etcetera, has been 

performed continuously during the entire project. This is due to the increased knowledge 

during the project. 

 

At the earlier stages of the project the main source of manufacturing data were interviews 

with the senior managers. More correctly, these interviews did not result in any 

manufacturing data, they gave the direction to where the data could be found. 

 

When interviewing the managers within the production units they provided excel files 

containing manufacturing data, i.e. “kapabilitetsfiler”. The main part of the manufacturing 

data used originates from these files, e.g. the article’s process time, batch size and cab 

affiliation. 

 

In addition to the “kapabilitetsfiler” one of the managers provided a study conducted by a 

student at Umeå University. The purpose of the study was to examine the production planning 

process and its corresponding IT-systems at Volvo Truck’s plant in Umeå. 4 A summary of 

the survey’s result can be found in Appendix 2. 

 

In addition to the excel files, two of Volvo’s own ERP-systems has been used, namely DUGA 

and RUMBA. In DUGA, Volvo stores information about each and every robot within the 

factory. For example, one can extract information regarding the robot’s breakdown 

probability, working time and production quality. DUGA also stores a historical shift 

calendar, which has been applied to the production units in the simulation model. 

 

RUMBA is Volvo’s mainframe, which contains information about the articles and the article 

structure for every cab model. A cab consists of approximately 500 unique articles of 

different size and complexity. Unfortunately RUMBA is an old system, hence it is hard to 

access the underlying database. Instead each and every article had to be fed into RUMBA, in 

order to receive the article structure. However, the orientation within RUMBA is quite 

difficult and in order to manage the orientation a tutorial was held by the Business Process 

Developer.5 

2.1.4 Siemens Plant Simulation 

A part of the investigation process was to familiarise with simulation program used at Volvo, 

namely Siemens Plant Simulation. Two weeks were set aside to learn the program and to 

study its components. The program contains tutorials, which were completed before the “real” 

                                                 
4 Berg, S, Kartläggning av Informations- & IT-flöde DO2, 2013. 
5 Oskarsson, L; Business Process Developer. Interview 2015-02-23 
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simulation began. In addition to the tutorials, the literature Manufacturing Simulation with 

Plant Simulation and Simtalk written by Steffen Bangsow, which walks the user through the 

basic components of Plant Simulation provides valuable examples. On the Internet there also 

exists a community page where Plant Simulation users can discuss problems and help each 

other out. 

2.2 Implement 
According to Bangsow a “simulation is the reproduction of a real system with its dynamic 

processes in a model. The aim is to reach transferable findings for the reality.”6 A simulation 

model can look and be used differently depending on the purpose of the simulation. When 

modeling Volvo trucks’ plant in Umeå, the focus is on simulating the flow of material and 

how changes in the model affect production parameters, and less on e.g. graphics and 

construction. This is why the chosen simulation method for the thesis work is a discrete event 

simulation (DES).  

 

Two main parts of the implementation of the simulation model are the Data management and 

the statistical analysis. These are described below. 

2.2.1 Data Management 

Most of the data, whether it was obtained from DUGA or excel files, needed to be structured. 

The structure modifications were carried out using the Python programming language. The 

majority of the modifications were associated with the “kapabilitetsfiler”, which are 

comprehensive files both in terms of number of rows and number of sheets. This made the 

modifications impossible to carry out by hand. Instead the modifications were usually carried 

out in three steps: 

 

1. Eliminate unnecessary articles (those who are not components in a chosen cab model) 

2. Arrange the data in a desirable way, e.g. remove article duplicates, compound article 

duplicates and sort according to article number, etcetera. 

3. Extract the structured data from the excel files and import it into Plant Simulation.    

 

When structured, the data was easier to understand, easier to work with and Plant Simulation 

was able to use it.  

2.2.2 Statistical Analysis 

In general, one can say that Volvo’s production plant in Umeå is divided into four production 

units, see Figure 2. The simulation model’s complexity and level of detail is high regarding 

DO2, since this is a request from Volvo. The other production units have been compounded 

into a “black-box” and are simulated from a general point of view. The initial thought was to 

represent the black-box by fitting a probability distribution through parametric inference. 

 

When “building” a probability model the first step involves the selection of one, or more, 

appropriate probability distributions, which represents the random generation of a response 

variable Y. The probability distribution is chosen to describe an underlying data generating 

mechanism, which is a process. The process produces results, which cannot be determined in 

advance and the process needs to be repeatable.7 

 

                                                 
6 Bangsow, 2010, page 2.  
7 Lindsey, 1996, page 7. 
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Unfortunately, it was not possible to fit a probability distribution which represented the 

random generation of the response variable. Instead a nonparametric (distribution-free) 

approach was necessary. When using a nonparametric approach, whether one is performing a 

hypothesis test or estimating, the methods are based on functions of the sample observations. 

The random variable, which corresponds to the observations, has a distribution that is 

independent from the distribution function of the population from which the sample was 

drawn. This entails that assumptions, concerning the underlying population, are not 

necessary.8  

 

In order to represent the black-box as realistic as possible, using a nonparametric approach, 

the data intensive method Bootstrap had to be used. The purpose of Bootstrapping is to 

acquire information, regarding a statistic distribution, by drawing new samples, not from the 

original distribution, but from the empirical distribution. Since the empirical distribution is 

given by the original observations, the samples drawn again are drawn from the original 

observations.9 

 

Bradley Efron is seen as the founder of Bootstrapping and in the Annals of Statistics from 

1979 he discusses the application of the method on a one-sample situation: “A random sample 

of size n is observed from a completely unspecified probability distribution F,”10  

 

(1.1) 𝑋𝑖 =  𝑥𝑖,           𝑋𝑖 ~ 𝐹          𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑑  

 

Let X = (X1,X2,…,Xn) denote the random sample and x = (x1,x2,…,xn) denote the random 

samples realization. Given a random variable R(X,F), solve the problem of estimating the 

sampling distribution of R on the basis of the observed data x. Efron argues that Bootstrap 

works adequate on a variety of estimation problems and is simple for the one-sample 

problem: 

 

1. Construct the sample probability distribution F̂, putting mass 1 𝑛⁄  at each point 

𝑥1, 𝑥2, … , 𝑥𝑛 

2. With F̂ fixed, draw a random sample of size 𝑛 from F̂, say 

 

(1.2) 𝑋𝑖
∗ =  𝑥𝑖

∗,          𝑋𝑖
∗ ~ �̂�          𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑑  

 

Call this the Bootstrap sample, 𝑿∗ = (𝑋1
∗, 𝑋2

∗, … , 𝑋𝑛
∗), 𝒙∗ = (𝑥1

∗, 𝑥2
∗, … , 𝑥𝑛

∗ ) 

 

3. Approximate the sampling distribution of R(X,F) by the Bootstrap distribution of 

 

(1.3) 𝑅∗ = 𝑅(𝑿∗, �̂�), 
 

In theory, the distribution of 𝑅∗ can be calculated once the data x is observed and equals the 

desired distribution of  𝑅 if 𝐹 =  �̂�.11 

 

When performing Bootstrap the statistical software Minitab was used. It is a familiar 

program, hence no introduction was needed. 

                                                 
8 Dickinson Gibbons, 1985, page 3. 
9 Britton & Alm, 2008, page 409 
10 Efron, 1979, page 2. 
11 Efron, 1979, page 3. 
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2.2.3 Discrete Event Simulation 

When building a simulation model of a real manufacturing system, the purpose is usually to 

measure and understand the observed systems performance. However modeling a real system 

can imply some problems. Yves & Gershwin discuss the problem with most real 

manufacturing systems being asynchronous, i.e. the system’s components are allowed to start 

and stop independently. Even though asynchronous systems form an important class of 

mathematical models in theory, Yves & Gershwin stress that it is difficult to handle 

asynchronous systems with deterministic operation times when building simulation models. 

According to Yves & Gershwin, this is usually handled in one of the following ways:12 

 

1. The operation times, of the manufacturing components in the asynchronous system, 

are given randomly according to an exponential, phase-type or other tractable 

probability distribution.  

2. Synchronous systems are defined, where the observed models can be considered to 

have a discrete time line, where it is not important when events occur during the time 

intervals; by convention they are treated as though they occur at the beginnings or at 

the ends of the intervals.  

3. Continuous material systems are defined, which can be used to approximate a system 

with discrete manufacturing parts.  

 

In this work the second suggested solution to the problem is chosen, where a Discrete Event 

Simulation (DES) is used to model the real manufacturing system.  

 

A DES can be performed using suitable DES software or by writing the code for the 

simulation on your own. However it is important to have some kind of event controller to 

allow the simulation to “jump” to the next occurring event in time.13 No matter what method 

and software one decides to use, there exist some common characteristics and components of 

all DES.14 

 

A fundamental component of a DES is the entity. The entity represents a mobile unit within 

the modeled system, which is moved between processes in the model over the progressed 

time. The entity is either moved according to the predefined routing between components in 

the model, or by the use of methods. The entity may have different characteristics and 

attributes depending on what the model represents, and there might be different types of 

entities within the same model.  

 

An important component of a DES is the source. The source is the creator of entities, and 

determines when a new entity enters the model. The source can use some sort of distribution 

to determine when to create a new entity, or be triggered by a user-defined attribute of the 

model, e.g. the exit of an entity from the model.  

 

In order to remove entities from the model, a drain is necessary. When an entity enters the 

drain, that specific entity is removed from the DES and can no longer be processed in the 

model. Since the drain represents the end of the model for the entity, it is a suitable 

component to use for statistics of the DES.  

 

                                                 
12 Yves & Gershwin, 1992, page 3. 
13 Ibid, page 81.  
14 The description of the components is from: Bangsow, 2010, page 17pp. 
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As described above, material can enter and exit a DES model using a source or a drain. Yves 

& Gershwin defines two different types of a manufacturing models depending on their 

enter/exit characteristics, i.e. a saturated or an unsaturated model. In a saturated model the 

first and last machine in the model is never starved or blocked. This is usually of interest 

when monitoring the maximum number of units that can be produced over a time period in 

the model. If one wants to model the uncertainty of arrival and departure of a system, it is 

possible to do this using buffers and random arrivals and departures in the system. This is 

called an unsaturated model. Yves & Gershwin discuss further that an unsaturated system can 

be modeled as a saturated model by letting the first machine in the model represent the arrival 

process, and the second machine in the model represents the first machine of the real 

system.15  

 

A process is a DES component, which represents an occurring event in the model, triggered 

by the entity which currently occupies the process, usually over a defined period of time or 

until another event occur. Like the entity, the process may have different characteristics and 

attributes, depending on what the process represents. Example of different processes: 

 

 Single process  -Component that can process one entity at the time. 

 Parallel process   -Component that can process several entities at the time. 

 Assembly process  -Component that can process several entities and combine them. 

 Dismantle process -Component that can process combined entities and separate them. 

 

A flow control is a common component in DES, which is used to control where the entity 

should be moved after it has been processed. This is either done by predefined attributes or by 

a method. 

 

A method is a script that allows the user to customize certain parts, or flows of the model, in 

order for the model to behave as desired. The language for the script depends on the 

simulation software, e.g. in Siemens Plant Simulations the language is named SimTalk. A 

method is initiated by an event in the model.   

 

Finally a DES needs a time controller component. As mentioned above the time controller is 

used to allow the simulation to move to the discrete time events. Usually the time controller is 

able to start, reset and pause the DES, or fast forward the DES if a long simulation run is 

desired. 

 

Figure 5 illustrates a simple DES example of a bicycle manufacturer in the DES software 

Plant Simulation. The example includes three sources, one each for the entities: frame, 

wheels, saddle. The components are assembled into a new entity, i.e. a bike, via the assembly 

process named Bicycle Assembly. The bike is stored at the buffer before it is moved to a 

single process named Bicycle Paint Shop. When finished in the single process, the bike is 

moved to the Drain where the entity exits the model. A time controller, named Event 

Controller, controls all of this.  

 

 

 

                                                 
15 Yves & Gershwin, 1992, page 3p. 
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Figure. 5. Illustration of a simple DES example. 

2.3 Improve 
Even though the improvement part of the project was not done, the initial thought was to 

create a simulation model which was producing according to JIT manufacturing.   

2.3.1 Just-In-Time 

According to Mackelprang & Anand, JIT manufacturing has provided many companies with a 

competitive advantage and facilitated the ability to meet the demands of global competition. 

The implementation of JIT is seen as an investment that will generate greater returns through 

cost savings. Cost savings that mainly occur due to JIT’s ability to eliminate non-value added 

activities. However, an adoption of JIT can be quite expensive and the application of the 

practice, outside Japan, has been questioned.16,17  

 

In contradiction to the questioning of JIT, Mackelprang & Anand conclude that aggregate JIT 

and aggregate performance are positively correlated. Furthermore they state that if the effect 

size of the correlation has a normal distribution, 95% of the values in the population 

correlation distribution lie within the credibility interval [0.12,0.38]. Since zero is not 

included in the credibility interval, it is certain that the positive correlation between JIT and 

performance is valid.18 

 

Miltenburg and Wijngaard also discuss the problem with implementing JIT in the totally 

different production systems used in Europe and North America. In order to not have to start 

all over with the production system, Miltenburg and Wijngaard propose a three-step process 

for gradually phasing in JIT:19 

 

1. Begin with a two-bin inventory system. Make improvements to the production process 

so that the reorder points and reorder quantities can be lowered. 

2. Move to a pull system with Kanban. Make improvements to the production process so 

that the number of Kanban can be lowered.  

3. Rearrange the production process for continuous flow production.  

  

                                                 
16 Miltenburg & Wijngaard, 1991, page 116. 
17 MackelPrang & Anand, 2010, page 283. 
18 MackelPrang & Anand, 2010, page 283. 
19 Miltenburg & Wijngaard, 1991, page 116. 
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3. Result 

3.1 Investigate 
Since the purpose of this work is focusing on the DO2 production unit, this is where the 

emphasis of the investigation result is. However it is important to understand the environment 

surrounding DO2, and how changes within DO2 affect other production units, in order to 

fully understand in which conditions DO2 is operating. This is why the purpose of the 

investigation is to present the prerequisites of implementing a simulation model for the plant 

in Umeå in general, and the DO2 production unit in particular. An overall illustration of the 

cab production flow is given in Figure 22, which is described in the next two chapters. 

3.1.1 Manufacturing Processes within DO2 

Except for material handling, DO2 is the first production process that initiates the production 

of cab components. DO2 can be divided into the steel plate handling and the detail 

manufacturing. Even though they both are considered to be part of the production process 

DO2, they are different from each other.  

 

The steel plate handling, illustrated in Figure 6, receives steel coils from the suppliers, and 

starts by slitting the coil into the appropriate size. There is careful planning behind the slitting, 

since it is desirable to use as much as possible of the coil, but still deliver what is needed in 

time without using too much storage. It can sometimes be tough to plan the slitting when the 

availability, of all of the different types of steel coils from the suppliers, is uncertain. Next the 

steel coil can either pass through one of the two different belt presses or be sent to the cut. In 

the belt presses the coils are stamped, cut, and pressed into components before they are either 

sent to the storage UB, or to the customer as CKD. In the cutting the coils are cut in to steel 

plates before they are sent to one of the two pressing lines, where the steel plates are pressed 

into components and then stored at UB.20  

 

 
Figure. 6. Illustration of the steel plate handling’s manufacturing units, within the DO2 production process. 

 

The second manufacturing unit within DO2 is the detail manufacturing. This manufacturing 

unit consists of several work groups, illustrated in Figure 7. Every group has in common that 

                                                 
20 Nordin, C; Production Planner at DO2. Interview 2015-02-10 and 2015-03-19.    
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they are producing and assembling truck components, where the supplies are retrieved from 

the storage UB and the finished products are either sent back for storage at UB or sent to the 

customer as CKD. This is however not entirely true, as some of the groups are either entirely 

producing using JIT through a Kanban information system towards the DO3 productions 

process, or both producing using JIT towards DO3 and producing batches towards a predicted 

demand. Every work group are however independent from each other and consist of different 

type of machines, number of machines, shifts, batch size, operations, availability and number 

of employees.21  

 

 
Figure. 7. Illustration of the detail manufacturing's work groups, within the DO2 production process. 

As described in the two previous paragraphs, there exist a lot of data for the steel plate 

handling and the detail manufacturing. This is given in separate excel files, namely 

“kapabilitetsfiler”, for the detail manufacturing and three separate files for the steel plate 

handling. Besides previously mentioned data, the files contain article data for every different 

cab model, including processing time, set up time, number of articles that is needed from the 

specific production process, predicted yearly cab volume and planned maintenance for every 

station. The files purpose is to give management a tool to understand if every respective 

production unit has capacity to produce what is planned.  

3.1.2 General Description of Cab Production 

As seen in Figure 2, the production unit that follows DO2 is the chassis assembly, also known 

as BIW. UB and a part of the detail manufacturing unit provide sub processes, in BIW, with 

standard components, which are assembled into sub components. The sub components sides, 

floor, inner roof, outer roof, rear wall, front fire wall and engine case converge at the 

mainline, where they are assembled into a cab frame. The cab frame passes through a series of 

stations with manual labor before leaving BIW and entering BU1. 

 

When the cab frame has passed through BU1 it enters the paint shop. Before it is painted it is 

given protection against oxidation and is sealed in order to protect against moisture. The 

painting is done in two steps, first the cab frame is given its primary varnish and in a second 

step it receives its cover varnish. After each paint job, the cab frame passes through an oven. 

As a last step the cab frame enters BU3.  

 

 

                                                 
21 Jonsson, L-G; Production Manager at DO2, Interview 2015-02-12.  
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3.1.3 Prediction of Sales in DO2 

As described in chapter 1.1, the manufacturing of cab articles in DO2 are considered not able 

to produce articles in time on a customer order basis, due to the short time frame from 

definitive orders to when the cab needs to leave the plant approximately five days later. 

Therefore the production unit relies heavily on sales predictions to determine what to buy, 

produce and how much staffing that is needed. These sales predictions, known as ”program”, 

are given by the Gothenburg headquarters once every month, via the planning department at 

site, and gives sales prediction for CBUs and CKDs on a one year horizon.22 

 

The format of the sales predictions is a matrix with weeks on one axis, and the combined 

models FH, FM and CKDs on the other axis. The cells contain the predicted number of sold 

trucks/CKDs in a specific week. Besides from this there are separate predictions for the 

Brazilian and American demand. This is due to difference in truck models for the American 

market and the difference in assembly and shipping to Brazil. Due to confidentiality an 

example of the files cannot be presented.  

3.1.4 Production Planning in DO2 

Production planners in different parts of DO2 receive the sales prediction, described in 

chapter 3.1.3, and start to plan future work based on this. The production planning process, 

and its corresponding IT-system, has been thoroughly surveyed in previous studies at Volvo 

Trucks in 2013.23 Next follows a somewhat simplified description.  

 

Since the predicted sales of FH and FM are truck model families consisting of several models, 

a distribution of historic cab orders 10 weeks back is used to determine what articles that are 

needed. The calculated model demand is then used to calculate the demand for every level of 

articles within the models. This, along with a planned demand time, gives a suggested 

production plan with help from several IT-systems. The puzzle then begins for the production 

planner deciding what, when and how much of the articles that should be produced. Where 

the planner needs to balance the parameters: demand, batch size, downtime, available time, 

storage, maintenance, amount of raw material and staffing. One production planner described 

the situation extra though since the IT-systems were bad at updating the articles in storage, 

something that led to uncertainty if the planned production is sufficient.24 25  

 

Even though the principles are the same, the production planning differs somewhat between 

the steel plate handling and the detail manufacturing. The production planner of the steel plate 

handling tend to rely more on the IT-systems and the production planner of the detail 

manufacturing focuses more on the yearly volumes to plan what, when and how much to 

produce.26 

 

The final decision on how much that is to be produced is up to the production planner. 

Therefore routine and gut feeling in production planning, at the specific production unit, is 

crucial for the efficiency of the production. This probably makes it hard for new people to do 

the job the production planner is doing and hence makes Volvo Trucks dependent on these 

individuals. 

                                                 
22 Mäki, B; Manager Order, Planning & Customer Adaptation, Interview 2015-02-13. 
23 Berg, S, Kartläggning av Informations- & IT-flöde DO2, 2013. 
24 Nordin, C; Production Planner at DO2. Interview 2015-02-10 and 2015-03-19. 
25 Lindberg, T; Production Planner at DO2, Interview 2015-03-02 and  2015-03-18. 
26 Ibid. 
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3.2 Implement 
In this chapter the model, implemented according to the investigation in chapter 2, is 

presented. Initially a general description of the model’s algorithm is provided, followed by 

more detailed information for every subsection and function of the model.  

 

In Figure 8 the main frame of the production model is presented. The main production 

components of the model are the stamping, detail manufacturing and chassis, implemented 

with frames in plant simulation. A central storage hub is used called UB, which every 

production unit relies on for storage and in and out flows of articles from respectively 

production unit, implemented with a store in plant simulation. Besides from these components 

a production-planning algorithm is needed to plan and execute the production in the stamping, 

detail manufacturing and chassis. This is implemented with a method in plant simulation. 

 

 
Figure. 8. The main frame of the simulation model. 

The general algorithm for the model can be described as the following: 

 

1. Load model data, i.e. truck articles, production data, sales predictions and dependency 

between articles within the truck models.  

2. Use the model data to plan the production and sort the production orders according to 

what is most urgent in a priority queue. Portion the production orders in the priority 

queue according to which manufacturing unit that can produce the order.  

 

Every 53 production unit within the stamping and detail manufacturing are then producing 

according to the following algorithm: 

 

3. Retrieve the next production order in the manufacturing unit’s priority queue. Make 

sure that the production order’s components exist in the storage UB, and remove them 

from UB. Produce the article synchronously according to the article’s deterministic 

production attributes.  
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4. Add the produced articles to the storage UB.  

5. Repeat step 3 and 4 until no more production orders exist, or until it is a new day 

where new production orders are given according to step 2.  

 

In parallel the chassis production unit is working according to the following algorithm: 

 

6. Every 5 minutes, if the process is not full, look if another actual production order (cab) 

is available for the current day. Make sure that the orders’ needed components exist in 

the storage UB, and remove them from UB.  

7. Set the total production time of the order and produce the article. 

8. Repeat step 6 and 7 for every production day of the year.   

3.2.1 Model Data 

The initial step in the simulation model is to import the necessary data in order to run the 

model. This is a onetime event, which only has to be carried out the first time one runs the 

simulation or when someone changes the files containing the data. This task is divided into 

the five steps listed below. 

 

1. Import the definite orders for every week of the year 

2. Import the preliminary orders for every week of the year 

3. Import necessary data concerning the articles 

4. Create articles and the article’s attributes 

5. Import the data concerning the dependency between the articles 

3.2.1.1 Definitive Orders 

The simulation model is performing a production planning over a time horizon of four weeks, 

as described in chapter 3.1.4. In reality the production planner plans over a further horizon, 

but since the simulation model does not balance the production, the four week horizon is 

enough. Another reason why the simulation model takes a time horizon of four weeks, is due 

to the fact that in reality the predicted cab orders, from the sales predictions, are given a 

planned production start in BIW four weeks before the production starts. 

 

As described and explained in chapter 3.1.3 and 3.1.4, the actual customer demand is always 

known one week in advance. Since the simulation model is performing a production planning 

on a time horizon of four weeks, this is an important aspect and it entails that the production 

planning should be accurate for one of the four weeks. In order to manage this task the 

simulation model requires the actual customer demand for every week of the year. The sales 

predictions, released once every month, contain this data for the previous month, e.g. if the 

sales prediction is released in February it contains January’s actual customer demand. 

 

To retrieve the actual customer demand, for every week of the year, the twelve sales 

predictions from 2014 have to be examined. The actual customer demand is stored in an excel 

file, which contains the weeks as rows and the cab model and its demand as columns. When 

started, the simulation model imports this data and saves it in a table named Def_Week. Figure 

9 is an illustration of the table, but with letters instead of actual demand, due to confidentiality.  

 

 
Figure. 9. The table Def_Week in the simulation model. Definitive demand is given for the models (column) at 

the week (row). 
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3.2.1.2 Preliminary Orders 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the simulation model performs production planning 

over a time horizon of four weeks, where the production for the first week is known. This 

entails that the production for the remaining three weeks is prediction based. In Figure 10 the 

predicted demand is illustrated using letters due to confidentiality.  

 

The first row indicates the demand that was predicted in January (P1), the second row 

indicates the demand that was predicted in February (P2) and so on. The challenge is to know 

when to use which prediction and that is what the second column indicates. If the simulation 

time is below six weeks, the simulation model uses the prediction P1 to perform a production 

planning, if the simulation time is between six and ten weeks the simulation model uses the 

prediction P2 to perform a production planning and so on. Right before a new sales prediction 

is released, e.g. if the simulation time is five weeks, the sales predictions P1 and P2 will 

overlap for week six, seven, eight and nine. However in week five, the P2 sales prediction has 

not been released and cannot be used. As soon as P2 is released, in week six, the simulation 

model will use P2 when performing the production planning. 

 

 
Figure. 10. The predicted demand in the simulation model. The rows indicates the sales predictions. The 

columns indicates the predicted demand for the cab models for the different weeks. 

3.2.1.3 Create Articles 

The articles are the “main characters” in the simulation model, since they play a role in almost 

every part of the model. Before they can be created, all necessary data has to be imported into 

the simulation model from the excel files that contains all the necessary data, i.e. 

“kapabilitetsfiler”. The simulation model saves the data in the table named Info_AllArticles. 

Through the table, the simulation model has access to all data and can use it whenever it has 

to. The rows in Info_AllArticles indicates the articles and the associated information, for 

example the article A and its associated information is stored along row one, article B and its 

associated information is stored along row two and so on. See Figure 11 for an example of the 

table. 

 

 
Figure. 11. The table Info_AllArticles in the simulation model. The columns contain different information for 

the articles given by the rows. 

Since the simulation model has access to all necessary data, the next step is to create the 

articles. The creation procedure is simple where the simulation model creates each article that 

exists in Info_AllArticles. However, storing the information in a table and then search the 

table each and every time the simulation model requires some sort of information is time 

consuming. Instead the information is linked with the correct article as attributes, during the 
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creation procedure. In this way, the simulation model can “call” the article’s attribute as soon 

as it needs specific information. E.g. if the simulation model requires the yearly volume of an 

article it only has to call the attribute YearlyVolume. The model requires a lot of information 

regarding the articles to work. Therefore every article is linked with the following set of 

attributes: 

 

1. Machine – What machine the article can be produced in. 

2. Operation Time – The time it takes for the article to be processed in the machine. 

3. Setup Time – The time it takes for the machine before a new article can be processed. 

4. Batch Size – The amount of articles that is to be produced.  

5. Yearly Volume – The produced amount of the article on a yearly basis. 

6. Price – The standard price of the article. 

7. A_Article – A boolean value that takes the value true if the article is produced in DO2 

and false otherwise.  

8.  DO2Row – Indicates at which row the article is stored in the table 

ArticlesDO2(Explained later in this chapter) 

9. HasChildren – A boolean value that takes the value true if the article has children and 

false otherwise. 

10. Children – A table that contains the article’s children (sub components) and the 

amount of children. 

 

In Figure 12 the article 1619716 and some of its attributes is illustrated. 

 

 
Figure. 12. Example of an article's attributes in the simulation model. 

An attribute that differs from the others is A_Article, which indicates if the article is produced 

at DO2 or not. Since the simulation model focuses on DO2, it is only articles produced at 

DO2 that are interesting from a simulating point of view. In order to separate the articles, the 

articles produced at DO2 get their attribute A_Article set to true and get an “A” as a prefix in 

front of their article number. The articles that are not produced at DO2 get their attribute 

A_Article set to false and get an “M” as a prefix in front of their article number. It might seem 

as “M”-articles are unnecessary, however they cannot be neglected since they are important 

when mapping the dependency between the articles. For example, if an “M”-article has an 

“A”-article as child and the “M”-article is neglected, so is the “A”-article. Instead the “M”-

articles are seen as “empty” articles that do not carry any information and they are not 

processed within the model.   
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In addition to the attributes, a table is created when the articles are created, namely 

ArticlesDO2. This table stores information about the articles that are not possible to store as 

attributes and is frequently used during the simulation. For example, ArticlesDO2 keeps track 

of the article’s stored amount in UB, in which container the article is stored, the article’s path 

within the simulation model and if the article is currently active in another process. In Figure 

13 a part of the table ArticlesDO2 is illustrated. 

 

 
Figure. 13. Example of the table ArticlesDO2 in the simulation model. The columns contain information 

regarding the articles (rows). 

3.2.1.4 Import Dependency 

The final step in the loading process is to import the dependency between the articles. As 

mentioned in chapter 2.1.2, the dependency between the articles has been exported from 

Volvo’s mainframe RUMBA into excel files. In Figure 14 the article structure is exemplified 

by a cab and its articles. At level 1 the cab consists of article A, which makes the final article 

before assembled into a cab. Article A consists of its “children”, article B and article C, which 

have to be produced before article A is produced. Article B consists of its “children”, article D 

and article E, which have to be produced before article B can be produced. In this case the 

production structure will look like: Article D/E, article B/C and last article A. 

 
Figure. 14. Illustration of dependency between articles. 

To illustrate the algorithm, in which the simulation model imports the dependency, Figure 14 

will be used. The simulation model starts with article A and does the following for each cab 

model: 

 

1. Control if article A has children. Since it has, store article B and article C as an 

attribute associated with article A. 

2. Control if article B has children. Since it has, store article D and article E as an 

attribute associated with article B. 

3. Control if article C has children. Since it has not, do nothing. 

4. Control if article D has children. Since it has not, do nothing. 

5. Control if article E has children. Since it has not, do nothing. 

6. Repeat from step 1, for each of article A’s siblings. 

7. Since every article in the article structure has been controlled, stop the algorithm. 
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A more detailed description of the algorithm and an example from Plant Simulation can be 

found in Appendix 3.  

3.2.2 Demand Prediction 

As described in previous chapters, the production in DO2 is a “pushing” production system, 

where production is based on sales prediction. Hence it is fundamental for the model to 

initiate a prediction of demand, before the model can start its daily production of components. 

This is then repeated every new simulation day. 

 

In chapter 3.2.1 it is described how the model loads the definitive sales and the predicted sales 

in to two separates tables for every week of the production year. The first step of the demand 

prediction method is hence to find out what production day it is at, if a new production week 

has occurred and with that a new definitive and preliminary demand. It does this using a table, 

named PrognosMemory, which keep track of the number of total production days, what day in 

the current month today is and what day in the week the production is at.   

 

When the method knows what the time parameters are, it knows where to look in the 

definitive demand table respectively the preliminary demand tables. It then starts by adding 7 

days of definitive demand for all the truck models, from the demand tables, to the table 

FourWeeksDemandPerDay. Since the sales predictions are presented in a weekly basis, the 

method needs to divide the demand to a daily basis and consider both the current week and 

the next week’s demand. The method considers rounding errors by remembering the 

remainder of the daily division, and adding extra demand when necessary. The method only 

adds demand during weekdays, hence it knows when weekends occur and add zero demand 

for these days. 

 

The next step of the demand prediction is to add the proceeding 21 days of predicted demand. 

Once again the method uses the demand tables, which were loaded when the model 

initialized, but this time the preliminary demand tables. The method adds demand on a daily 

basis to the table FourWeeksDemandPerDay in a similar way as the definitive demand, where 

the difference is that the method needs to consider which of the several demand tables it 

should gather its data from. This is due to the extra dimension of information that is used with 

the preliminary demand tables, which implies the need for several tables.  

 

After this step the prediction of demand is finished and the result is the table 

FourWeeksDemandPerDay. The table is filled with 28 days of definitive and preliminary 

CBU and CKD demand for the seven truck models, starting from the current simulation day. 

3.2.3 Production Planning 

Every new day, after the demand prediction has been undertaken, a production planning 

method is executed, representing the production planner described in chapter 3.1.4 the method 

uses the demand table FourWeeksDemandPerDay and the article structure trees for every 

model, which are loaded in to the model initially. Besides from this the table ArticlesDO2 is 

used, which is copied at the start of the production planning in order to keep track of the 

current storage situation for every article and how it will be affected with the planned articles.  

 

For all of the 28 days in FourWeeksDemandPerDay and for all of the 21 models that is to be 

produced, the method executes the following. It starts by finding how big the demand is for 

the current model at the current day. The method then finds the highest level of articles that 

make the current cab model, namely roots. For every root in the model, the method control 

that the children articles that make up the root, exist in the storage UB. If all of the children 
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articles exist in the storage, the method removes them from the storage and adds the article 

and its batch size to the planned production. If any of the children do not exist in the storage, 

the method initiate production planning for the children articles, where every children 

article’s children needs to be controlled in the same way as described above. This process is 

repeated recursively until either all children articles exist or all children have been planned in 

to the production or until no more children exist. Since a parent article needs it children at the 

specific demand date, it is important to control that the children will be finished before the 

demand date. Assigning discrete time stamps to the production order, according to the level of 

article hierarchy as well as demand day, controls this.   

 

The output of the method is the ProductionPlanning table, illustrated in Figure 15, which 

consists of production orders of different articles at different demand days. These orders are 

then sorted according to the time stamp, and finally all of the 53 production units are 

delivered an individual sorted production table, containing only the articles that are to be 

produced in their specific production unit. 

 

 
Figure. 15. A sample of the sorted production planning. Column one indicates the path to the article, column 

two is the number of article to produce and column three indicates the production priority (Low number 
indicates high priority) 

3.2.4 Producing Components in the DO2 Manufacturing Units 

When the sales prediction and the production planning are done, it is finally time for the 

model to start producing components. The 53 production units within the stamping and the 

detail manufacturing are modeled in the same way, which is illustrated in Figure 16. They 

consist of an article source, a conveyor source, a processing unit and an assembly station. 

Beside from this two methods and a production table is needed. As described in previous 

chapters, a lot of article-specific information is needed, e.g. processing time, children articles 

and batch size. In order to reduce complexity for the model, this information has been stored 

as attributes in every article within the model. 

 

 
Figure. 16. A production unit with its components. 
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The method ProductionMethod initiates the production by iterating over the sorted production 

table. It starts at the top of the table and looks at the current production order. In order for the 

method to start producing the order, it needs to make sure that all of the order’s children 

articles exist in the storage UB. If all articles exist, the method removes the number of articles 

from UB, using the ChildrenRemoval method described in chapter 3.2.5, and then changes the 

following: 

 

 What and how many articles the article source should produce. 

 The processing and set up time of the processing unit for the corresponding article. 

 How many units the assembly station should expect.  

 

If all of the articles children do not exist in UB, the method continue with the next production 

order in the table, and repeat this process until a production method is found. If it is 

impossible for the method to find a production order, it will add the remaining production 

orders to a table, which a method is called upon to try to find a production order every hour. If 

no more production orders exist in the table, the method will stop searching until a new day 

has occurred.  

 

When a possible production order has been found, and all the parameters for the source and 

assembly station have been set, the source in the work station starts to create articles. They are 

passed through the processing unit, and then loaded onto the conveyor at the assembly station 

before the production order is finished. When the production order is done the conveyor is 

moved to the store UB and the method productionMethod continue its iteration. 

3.2.5 The Storage UB and its Management 

When a production order is manufactured at a work station, it is moved to the store UB. The 

store has been set up with no limitations in storage space, hence it is saturated. When the 

conveyor enters the store, the method UBStorageMethod is called on. The method’s purpose 

is to manage the incoming articles to the store and to keep track of how much that is stored in 

UB. To do this the method use the table ArticlesDO2, where one column is designated to how 

much of the article that is currently stored and one column is designated to on what conveyor 

the articles are carried. Before the method can update the number of stored items, in the table 

ArticlesDO2, it needs to check that the incoming articles are not already stored in UB. If not, 

the articles are stored and the number of stored items is updated in the table. If it is already 

stored, the articles should be assembled to the same conveyor via the frame MergeContainers.  

 

MergeContainers consist of two buffers, a method, a dismantle station, a flow control, a drain 

and an assembly station. The method within the frame controls how many articles the 

assembly station should expect. After this the dismantle station separates the articles from 

their conveyors and the flow control sends one of the conveyors to the drain and all the rest 

MUs to the assembly station. When this is done the conveyor, containing the combined 

articles, is sent back to UB where the total amount of articles are updated in the table 

ArticlesDO2.The purpose of MergeContainers is to keep track of where the articles are 

carried, to easier manage outflows from the storage. The frame is illustrated in Figure 17. 
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Figure. 17. The frame MergeContainers with its components. 

When a work station starts its production, it needs to control what articles it need from the 

storage UB, in order to initiate production. This is done by the method ProductionMethod for 

the DO2 manufacturing units, and the CabProduction for the production of cabs. The number 

of articles needed to initiate production must be removed from the store UB and the new 

stored amount must be updated in the table ArticlesDO2. This is done in the frame 

DrainArticles.  

 

DrainArticles consist of several buffers, a table, a method, a dismantle station, a flow control, 

two integer variables, a drain and an assembly. When a conveyor enters the first buffer in the 

frame, a method is initiated. The method control how many articles that should be removed, 

sets one of the integer variables to this value, and changes how many articles the assembly 

should expect. Then the conveyor passes through the dismantle station before entering a flow 

control. The flow control sends the number of articles entered to the integer variable to the 

drain, the conveyor to one buffer and the rest of the articles to another buffer. The assembly 

station gathers its components from the buffers before returning the container to the store UB. 

The frame DrainArticles is illustrated in Figure 18. 

 

 
Figure. 18. The frame DrainArticles with its components. 
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3.2.6 Producing Cabs  

The general description, of Volvo Truck’s production plant in Umeå, is illustrated in Figure 2 

and as mentioned before the simulation model’s complexity and level of detail is high 

regarding DO2. However, the actual assembly and painting of the truck is conducted in a 

different production unit, namely BIW and paint shop. If one was to neglect this part of the 

production, in the simulation model, it would be hard to analyze how the total output from the 

plant in Umeå is affected when applying changes in production parameters. Instead these two 

production units have been compounded into a black-box and are simulated from a general 

point of view. In the simulation model the black-box is referred to as the Chassis. Even 

though the black-box has been simplified, it still has the ability to assemble cabs in a correct 

way at a correct pace. 

 

In reality the number of cabs in process at BIW and at the paint shop varies from time to time, 

however the production units have a combined “Mål-HIA” of 355 cabs. The “Mål-HIA” is a 

target measure that indicates the target amount of cabs in process. In order to represent the 

“Mål-HIA” as realistic as possible, the simulation model’s Chassis is constructed as a parallel 

working station. It means that the Chassis has the ability to assemble cabs in parallel and in 

this case 355 cabs simultaneously. 

 

Even though the Chassis is able to handle 355 cabs at once, it is not desirable to fill the 

Chassis immediately at the start of the simulation. In reality a cab enters the production units 

when there is room for it and the simulation model illustrates this by letting one cab enter the 

Chassis once every five minutes, until the Chassis is full. 

 

In order to work, the simulation model needs cab orders to produce. The order, in which the 

cabs enter the Chassis, needs to be specified along with the cab model. This information is 

created through resampling from an empirical distribution and the distribution between cab 

models, from the total order amount of 2014, forms the empirical distribution. 

  

When the resampling is completed, the simulation model has a complete table, named 

CabProductionFile. This table contains one year’s orders with information regarding which 

day the order should be produced, what cab model to produce and which articles that cab 

model requires. A sample of the table CabProductionFile is illustrated in Figure 19.  

 

 
Figure. 19. Sample of the CabProductionFile. Rows indicate cab model, column two indicates at which day the 

cab should be produced and column four indicates the path to the cab model within the simulation model. 

The final component that the simulation model is missing, in order to start the production of 

cabs, is the knowledge of which articles that each cab model consists of. Without this 

information, the model will not know which articles to remove from the storage UB. Thanks 

to the dependency between the articles, the simulation model only needs to know which 

article to remove from the “highest” article level. This is due to the fact that all the other 
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articles will be sub components in the highest article. For example if the highest article is a 

door, the simulation model only needs to remove the door from the storage UB and not the 

door’s sub components, since they have already been assembled on to the door. However in 

the model, the highest articles have to be “A”-articles, since they are the only once existing in 

the storage UB. 

 

The algorithm of finding a cab’s highest articles is named FindHighestArticleMain and is 

presented below: 

 

1. Find the parent articles located at level 1 in the article structure 

2. For every parent article located at level 1 do: 

3. Execute the method FindHighestArticleRekursiv with the parameters: parent article’s 

children and a table containing the highest articles from previous parent article. 

 

The algorithm FindHighestArticleRekursiv is presented below: 

 

1. For every child associated with the parent article do: 

2. Control if the child is an “A”-article 

3. If at least one of the children is an “A”-article, the highest article has been found. 

4. If none of the children are an “A”-article, execute the method 

FindHighestArticleRekursiv recursively.  

  

When the highest articles have been found, they are stored in a table that is associated with 

the specific cab model. This entails that the method FindHighestArticleMain only needs to be 

executed once. 

 

Since the highest articles have been found, the simulation model has every component needed 

to start the cab production. As mentioned earlier in the chapter, a cab enters the Chassis once 

every five minutes and the entrance is managed by the algorithm CabProduction. The 

algorithm starts from the top of the CabProductionFile, since the orders are sorted according 

to production day. Below the algorithm is presented. 

 

1. While there exist orders that should be produced today, for the next order do: 

2. For every article in the table containing the highest articles, do: 

3. Control that the stored amount of the article, in UB, is enough to produce the cab. 

4. If not, repeat from step 1. 

5. For every article in the table containing the highest articles, do: 

6. Remove the demanded amount from the storage UB. 

7. Allow the order to proceed into the Chassis. 

 

If the order makes it through the method CabProduction into the Chassis, the simulation 

model needs to determine for how long the order should be processed in the Chassis. In order 

to represent the Chassis as realistic as possible regarding process times, the Bootstrap method 

has been used and it has been conducted in the following way.  

 

1766 actual process times have been extracted from one of Volvo’s ERP systems, namely 

WP210. The process times represent approximately two weeks production and the descriptive 

statistics is shown in Table 1. The mean of the actual process times is 1368 minutes with a 

standard deviation of 290 minutes and the actual process times span from 1055 minutes to 

4118 minutes 
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Table. 1. Descriptive statistics for the actual process times. 

 Mean 
Standard 

Deviation 
Minimum Maximum 

Actual Process 

Times 
1368 290 1055 4118 

 

Figure 20 illustrates the information stored in Tables 1 and the confidence interval of the 

actual process times. The 95% confidence interval for the mean of the actual process times is 

[1354,1381].  

 
Figure. 20. 95% Confidence interval for the mean of the actual process times. 

From the 1766 actual process times, 1800 times are drawn randomly with replacement and 

stored in a table. The descriptive statistics for the 1800 times is shown in Table 2. The mean 

of the drawn process times is 1371 minutes with a standard deviation of 323 minutes and the 

drawn process times span from 1076 minutes to 4118 minutes. 

 
Table. 2. Descriptive statistics for the drawn process times. 

 Mean 
Standard 

Deviation 
Minimum Maximum 

Drawn Process 

Times 
1371 323 1076 4118 

 

Figure 21 illustrates the information stored in Tables 2 and the confidence interval of the 

drawn process times. The 95% confidence interval for the mean of the drawn process times is 

[1356,1385]. 

 

 
Figure. 21. 95% Confidence interval for the mean of the drawn process times. 
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When a cab enters the Chassis it will be given a process time by random, with replacement, 

from the 1800 drawn process times. Since this process occurs each time a cab enters Chassis 

it will be repeated 56.000 times, hence 56.000 new observations are generated. 

3.2.8 Simulation Model Execution 

The implemented model is able to execute according to the previous chapters, however it is 

running slow. One production day in the simulation model takes approximately 1,5 actual 

hours to simulate. To simulate a 1 year production would roughly take the simulation model 3 

weeks to complete. Since the model need a couple of production days to work properly, 

where the DO2 unit need to produce articles to the cab production, verification of the model 

has been hard to undertake. With this in mind, no simulation runs has been completed and 

analysed in order to verify the model.    

3.3 Improve 
Unfortunately there is no result to present regarding changes in production parameters for the 

simulation model. Reasons why, knowledge learned and suggested future work are presented 

in chapter 4. 
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4. Discussion 

The reason why we entered this project was mainly due to something that the client, as well as 

our tutor at Volvo, Kent Sundberg said in the beginning of the project: We have rather good 

control and models over the DO3 and DO4 production units, but when it comes to DO2 it is 

somewhat a darkness to us. So it does not matter where you choose to dig within this area, 

since wherever you dig you will provide us with new knowledge.  

 

This is something that we truly believe to be true and the finished parts of the model, the 

mistakes, the knowledge and suggested future work of this project will be useful to Volvo 

Trucks. This will be discussed in chapter 4 and finally a conclusion to the problem definition 

will be given in chapter 5.  

4.1 Investigate 
The result of the investigation shows initially that two important manufacturing units exist 

within DO2, i.e. the steel plate handling and the detail manufacturing. Even though they both 

exist in DO2, they have some differences between each other that need to be considered when 

creating models.  

 

The steel plate handling consists of fewer machines and coworkers, but has got two big 

pressing lines which production is crucial for the rest of cab production. The production is 

prediction based, and articles are produced in large batches since set up time is rather long. 

The detail manufacturing consists of five work groups whom vary in number of employees, 

machines, shifts and production systems. Both of the manufacturing units within DO2 have 

been a part of the production plant for a long time and where originally designed to produce 

in large batches with the storage UB as their hub for articles.  

 

In order to control both of the manufacturing units within DO2, management uses excel files, 

named “kapabilitetsfiler”. The files contain loads of data for the manufacturing units that are 

crucial in order to supervise that the production unit can handle the upcoming production. 

These files are priceless when modelling DO2, since the work load of asking and measure 

every single station for this data would be overwhelming.    

 

Since the rest of the plant is producing according to JIT and some stations in the detail 

manufacturing produces articles that are directly connected to this production, these groups 

has started to produce either totally according to JIT or producing both by JIT and by batches. 

This is both interesting in an integration of JIT perspective and something that needs to be 

considered when building a model over DO2.    

 

Since most of DO2 is producing by batches, sales predictions are fundamental for their 

operations. These predictions, named “program”, are given once every month and gives sales 

predictions on a one year horizon for CBUs and CKDs. The production planning in DO2 is a 

quite complex method, where some of the IT-systems are not always working satisfactory. 

Besides from this the production planning differs in the end between the steel plate handling 

and the detail manufacturing. The steel plate handling’s production planner is using the IT-

system’s suggested production plan more than the production planner in the detail 

manufacturing who focuses more on yearly volumes. Production planners have got the final 

call of what to produce, hence Volvo Trucks are quite dependent on these individuals to 

ensure efficient production planning. The sales predictions and the difference between the 

production planning, needs to be taken into account when modelling DO2.  
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The investigation strengthens the view of the DO2 manufacturing unit as a complex 

manufacturing unit, something that enforces the need of simulation models in order to 

understand how changes in production parameters affect production. 

4.2 Implement 
Implementing a model of DO2 in Plant Simulation can probably be done in several ways. No 

matter how it is done, it is of our belief that the model data described in chapter 3.2.1 will be 

needed in the model. We want to highlight the data about the dependency between articles, 

since it probably will be impossible to build a simulation model of a prediction based 

production system without this. This data was not compiled by Volvo Trucks for the new FH 

and FM cab models anywhere before this thesis work, hence a lot of work has gone into 

compiling this for the seven observed cab models. Since there is lots of data needed for the 

model, a comprehensive way of managing the data is needed in order for the software to run 

properly. The lack of this might be one of the reasons for the slow simulation runs of the 

implemented model, as discussed further in to this chapter. Some comprehensive ways of 

managing data has however been found during this work: 

 

 The use of attributes in the articles. Storing data in attributes reduces complexity for 

the simulation program, since the program does not have to iterate tables for article 

specific data over and over again.  

 Remembering where data is stored as attributes. Some data needs to be altered during 

the simulation, e.g. numbered of stored articles in UB. Since altering data cannot be 

assigned directly to the articles as attributes, one can assign the coordinates of where 

the article specific data is stored as attribute to the article. This reduces complexity 

since the simulation software does not have to iterate tables.  

 

All of the production units in the implemented model have been modelled in the same way. 

Since it is possible to inherit frames in Plant Simulation, and the project was running out of 

time, the decision was made to create every 53 production unit to work in the same way with 

batch manufacturing. The production units work with individual production orders and with 

individual settings, however this is not completely according to the investigation, where some 

stations should be producing using both JIT and batch manufacturing. In future models this 

could be something to consider.  

  

In the implemented model we choose to use the sales predictions named “program”, which 

are given every month, to be the fundament of the production planning. When building a 

model of the current production system, it will be tough to do this without these predictions. 

However in the implemented model we chose to only look four weeks in to the future in our 

predictions, since we did not consider the balancing of productions for holidays. It could be 

interesting in future models to consider a further prediction horizon, something that would be 

rather straight forward to implement in the current model. The balancing of production orders 

however is a much more complex procedure, based on individual decisions from the 

production planner and therefore more problematic to implement. In general the production 

planning in the model is rather complex, where many generalizations and assumptions 

probably is inevitable. An alternative solution to the production planning implemented could 

be to try to plan the production more like the production planner in the detail manufacturing. 

This implies focusing on yearly volumes. It is however of our belief that a future JIT/Kanban 

model of DO2 would be easier to implement in this aspect, since the demand would be more 

straight forward. 
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As mentioned in chapter 3.2.6 the cab is given its process time, as it enters the Chassis, by the 

method of Bootstrap. From the 1766 actual process times, retrieved from WP210, a set of 

1800 process times is drawn by random, with replacement, and is stored in a table. When the 

cab enters the Chassis it receives a process time, by random with replacement, from the 1800 

process times stored in the table. However, when performing Bootstrap Barton & Schruben 

argues that “For simulating random quantities, one estimates a new empirical distribution 

function for each simulation run by sampling, with replacement, k values from the original 

observed data {x1,x2,…xn} and fitting and EDf values to this resampled data.”27. This means 

that the set of 1800 process times needs to alter for each new simulation run in order to 

perform a “proper” Bootstrap. However, this has not been undertaken but is an aspect that 

needs to be considered when developing the simulation model. 

 

In the implemented model, the machines working in DO2 never break down. This is 

somewhat unrealistic since the machines in reality fail after an average amount of time, i.e. 

Mean Time to Failure (MTTF). This occurs independently stochastically for every station in 

the real system, and when it occurs it takes a Mean Time to Repair (MTTR) the machine. 

Also in the implemented model the machines are working 24 hours a day. This is however not 

the case in reality for DO2, where different work stations are working according to individual 

shifts. The MTTF and the different types of shifts that are used are found in the 

“kapabilitetsfiler” for every work station in DO2. This should be rather straight forward to 

implement using a method to associate the data with the correct work station. The MTTR is 

more troublesome since it is not stored for every specific work station in DO2 today. This is 

however a current project at Volvo, where it soon will be possible to retrieve this data from 

the IT-system DUGA.  

 

The implemented model is more or less doing what we planned for it to do, however it is 

running very slow. We believe that one reason for this is the huge amount of articles that is 

being processed at the same time in DO2. Since DES always attempts to “jump” in time to the 

next occurring event, as described in chapter 2.2.3, the speed of the simulation depends on 

how long and how often the DES can “jump” to a proceeding event. When modelling DO2, 

we have 53 work stations working in parallel, sometimes producing batches up to 20.000 

units of entities each. The workstations often have rather long set up time, but very short 

process time (sometimes split seconds). This combined leads to extremely many events 

occurring close to simultaneously, which is probably why the simulation runs slow.  

 

Another, more uncertain, reason why the simulation is running slow could be the intensive 

use of methods to control the flows in the model. Considering that the authors have limited 

prerequisites in computer science in general, and in the software’s programming language 

SimTalk in particular, it is likely that this is slowing the model down. The intensive use of 

methods in Plant Simulation seems to be somewhat orthodox, at least when talking to other 

users over the Siemens Plant Simulation Community. Even though it is of our belief that 

many of the processes within DO2, cannot be modelled without methods, a more careful use 

of methods, and more streamlined programming could probably be beneficial for the speed of 

the simulation. 

 

It is possible that more computer processing power could speed up the model to satisfactory 

levels. In this work simulations have been run on a computer with a 2,5Ghz Intel core i5 

                                                 
27 Barton & Schruben, 2001,page 13. 
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processor and 4GB of ram. A more powerful computer would probably reduce the simulation 

time considerably. An interesting, yet a little more far-fetched, methodology to reduce the 

simulation time could be the use of parallel discrete event simulations (PDES). This is 

discussed by Jingjing Wang et Al: ”Parallel Discrete event Simulation (PDES) can 

substantially improve the performance and capacity of simulation, allowing the study of 

larger, more detailed models, in less time.” 28   

 

Finally one can question the benefits of building simulation models with very high level of 

detail. The high level of detail entails a lot of work with retrieving data and implementing the 

model. The problem with this, accept for long simulation runs, is every time something small 

changes in the observed system. A less detailed model, who might be generalizing some parts 

of the observed system, might still be beneficial since it is easy to change and re-model. The 

result from the simulation might not be as exact as a more detailed model, however it could 

still be good enough. 

4.3 Improve 

As previously described, the planned improvement of DO2 in the simulation model has not 

been performed. If one were to solve the problem with the simulation speed satisfactory, the 

next natural step would be to improve the model by altering the production parameters. A new 

interesting production system to simulate in DO2 would of course be a JIT production system, 

which the rest of the cab production plant is using. The benefits of JIT production systems are 

analyzed by Mackelprang & Anand, who argues that the cost savings from implementing JIT 

is greater than the investment cost of implementing the system.29 Furthermore they conclude 

that aggregate JIT and aggregate performance are positively correlated.30  

 

The production process DO2 has during this work been described as a information intense 

production unit, something that probably is challenging when actually improving JIT in DO2. 

Martínez & Dedia highlights the importance of quantitative information when implementing 

JIT manufacturing successfully, where simulation and modelling are valuable tools.31   

 

In order to successfully shift from a totally different production system, to a JIT production 

system, Miltenburg & Wijngaard suggest a three-step process for gradually phasing in JIT in 

to the production:32 

 

1. Begin with a two-bin inventory system. Make improvements to the production process 

so that the reorder points and reorder quantities can be lowered. 

2. Move to a pull system with Kanban. Make improvements to the production process so 

that the number of Kanban can be lowered.  

3. Rearrange the production process for continuous flow production.   

The three-step process above could be a good way to start modelling an improvement in DO2 

towards JIT.  

  

                                                 
28 Jingjing Wang et Al., 2014, page 1574. 
29 MackelPrang  & Anand, 2010, page 283. 
30 Ibid, page 288. 
31 Martínez & Dedia, 2002, page 1545. 
32 Miltenburg & Wijngaard, 1991, page 116. 
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5. Conclusion 

In this chapter a conclusion to the problem definition, based on the result, is provided. The 

conclusion can be considered as the essentials of implementing a simulation model for DO2, 

hence answering the problem definition: 

 

How can a macro simulation model be implemented and used in order to analyze how 

changes in production parameters for DO2 affect the total production for Volvo Trucks’ plant 

in Umeå?  

 

When modelling DO2 one has to consider that two important independent manufacturing 

units exist, i.e. the steel plate handling and the detail manufacturing, units that were originally 

designed for batch manufacturing. The managers at DO2 uses excel files, named 

“kapabilitetsfiler”, to supervise and ensure that DO2 will be able to produce according to 

what is planned. These files contain a lot of production data, which is crucial when modelling 

the production units.  

 

In order to model the present prediction based production system in DO2, the dependency 

between the cab articles are needed. This data was not compiled before this work, but is now 

a part of the result that is handed over to Volvo Trucks. Sales predictions, namely “program” 

are the fundament of DO2’s production planning. The sales predictions are given once every 

month and give predictions for CBUs and CKDs on a one year horizon. The production 

planning is the fuel of DO2 and it uses the dependency between articles and the sales 

predictions in order to plan the production.  

 

In order to see how the total production of cabs is affected, a so called “black box” can be 

used for the proceeding production units after DO2. The simulation times in the “black box” 

is approximated from actual observations using Bootstrap.  

 

The result from the implemented model in Siemens Plant Simulations shows that the model 

works, however it runs to slow to draw any conclusions. The reason for this could be that the 

level of detail is too high. This could be improved with more computational power, or by 

simplifying the model.   

5.1 Future work 
As explained and discussed in chapter 4.3, JIT seems as the obvious choice to implement 

when improving the model since the rest of the plant produces according to these techniques. 

An initial step could be to follow the three-step process, explained in chapter 4.3, when 

modelling the improvement of DO2. 

 

Volvo Trucks’ plant in Umeå faces fluctuations regarding production and this is mainly due to 

the summer vacation when the demand is continuous but the production is shut down. In order 

to manage this problem, the production is balanced before the summer. A possible future 

work is to optimize the balanced production, regarding production costs and storage costs. 
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The production planner within the detail manufacturing relies heavily on yearly volume and a 

“three-week-twirl” when planning the production. The philosophy is that every article within 

the production unit is to be produce at least once during the three weeks. In order to manage, 

the production planner changes the amount, of which the article is to be produced by, 

manually. This is an optimization problem that could be undertaken. 

 

Another possible future work is the planned production that the production planner at the steel 

plate handling receives each morning. This planning is conducted centrally at Volvo in 

Gothenburg and is based on a Wilson formula. The purpose of this formula is to minimize the 

inventory holding costs and ordering cost. A proposed future work is to replace the Wilson 

formula and use dynamic programming, sales predictions and production costs in order to 

optimize how much that is to be produced each day. 

 

Worth mentioning is the fact that the two latter propositions are unnecessary if JIT is 

implemented.    
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Figure. 22. Overall production flow at Volvo Trucks’ production plant in Umeå. 

Appendix 1. General Description of Cab Product Flows. 
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Appendix 2. Production and Material Planning 
 

This is a summary of the production and material planning findings from the Survey 

“Kartläggning av Informations- & IT-flöde DO2” by Sebastian Berg 2013. 

 

1. Once every month the HQ in Tuve generates, unanimously with Umeå, Gent and 

Kaluga, a “production program” which contain the production volumes for the next 

coming year for CBU and CKDs. CBUs can be balanced before entering the IT-

system M651, while CKDs is not. 

2. In M651 the production volume for every respectively cab model is calculated, using 

distributions of every customers orders 10 weeks back. The result is a predicted 

demand on a one year horizon, on a material overview perspective in the article 

structure (cab variant).  

3. The predicted demand is sent to the IT-system M641 (aka MOPS), which once every 

week uses the demand to calculate the predicted material need on every level of the 

article structure. The article demand is balanced with the economic balance, and then 

updated in the supplier survey system B651, where supplier plans are generated.  

4. Once every day COS-files are delivered from Tuve, filled with orders (not entirely 

definitive). In the IT-system D711 the cab orders are given a planned production start 

in the BIW line. Hence the time when the demand needs to be available is given. This 

is usually done 4 weeks before the cab start producing.  

5. The calculated demand for the next coming 4 weeks, both definitive and preliminary 

orders, are collected in a IT-system named “Sidostationer”. Every night a batch drive 

is performed, which calculates the cab variant demand in every level of the article 

structure. The demand is sent to M641 and is the fundament for the production 

planning, namely “anmodningsförslaget”. 

6.   Besides from this the Brazilian and American CKD orders are retrieved once every 

week. 3 weeks before delivery the orders are freezed, where quantity and time in 

production are given without balancing and planning through the system 

“sidostationer”. 

7. In M641 production orders are generated by using the accumulated demand, on a cab 

variant level in the article structure and subtracting the economic balance. With this 

M641 have provided answers for: 

a. What articles are needed. 

b. How many articles are needed.  

c. When are they needed.  

8. The production orders are then grouped into the IT-system D631, where department is 

determined and balanced with article data (batch size, article carrier etc) in the system 

D671. The production planner then makes finale adjustments to the suggested 

production plan, before the plan enters the system “sidostationer”, where open orders 

are generated and updated into the system P621 02. 
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Appendix 3. Description of Algorithms 

Dependency Between Articles 

When the simulation model imports the dependency it stores it in a separate table for every 

cab model and it does so according to the following algorithm. 

 

1. For every cell, with position (column,row), in the excel file do: 

2. Find next parent article number and import it at position (column,row) in the table, 

with its amount at position (column+1,row) in the table. 

3. Control if parent article’s attribute HasChildren is true 

If true, repeat from step 2. 

Else, continue to step 4. 

4. While cell (column,row+i) is empty do: 

5. Control if the parent article has a child (column+1,row+i) 

If true, set parent article attribute HasChilden to true and append the child’s 

article number and associated amount (column+2, row+i) into the parent 

article’s attribute table Children. 

i = i +1 

6. If  cell (column,row+i) is not empty, repeat from step 2. 

 

Repeat this algorithm for every cab model. 

 

The algorithm above is illustrated with an example in Figure 23. The simulation model has 

found the parent article (Green in Figure 23) and next it will search for the parent article’s 

children (Red in Figure 23). First it has to control that the cell left of the child is empty (the 

cell left of the red cell). If that cell isn’t empty, it indicates that the simulation model has 

found the parent article’s last child or that the parent article does not have any children. 

However, if the cell is empty it indicates that the parent article has a child. The simulation 

model finds the child, updates the parent article’s attribute HasChildren to true and stores the 

child and the child’s amount in the parent article’s attribute table Children. Then the 

simulation model steps to the next child and repeats the procedure.     

 

 
Figure. 23. Example of the dependency between the articles.  


